KALKHOFF –
1 0 0 Y E A R S O F I N N O VAT I O N
THE ANNIVERSARY ASSORTMENT

E-TREKKING
Keep going when you run out of road. Feel the wind in your face, without having to battle against
it. Going uphill is a breeze, and you can fly down hills. Kalkhoff e-trekking bikes take freedom to a
new level. Above all else, however, they just make cycling great fun. The geometry of the wheels
is perfectly suitable for everyday use, but it also puts off-road performance in a class of its own.
Convenience and comfort combined. Dynamic and powerful. Stylish and sporty. Bikes you'll want to
stay on for an extra few miles, simply because you don't want to get off yet.
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TREKKING

E N D E AV O U R 7

Enjoy absolute freedom. On the road. On the trail. Simply everywhere. The ENDEAVOUR 7 is a
bike that can do everything. And most importantly, it's a bike that wants it all. The new premium
e-bike in the Endeavour series cuts a fine figure at the morning race against the traffic, as well as
on a spontaneous ride out after work. And the extended river bike tour is just as much fun as the
exciting mini adventure at the weekend. Sporty in performance and stylish in appearance, our top
e-trekking model is a bike for all occasions - both geared for leisure and work.
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E-TREKKING

ENDEAVOUR 7.B PURE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**
An eye catcher and a wonder of technology, all rolled into one. The Endeavour 7.B Pure features
a streamlined look and equipment that is covered down to the last detail. A carbon rigid fork, an
uncluttered cockpit with integrated hydraulic brakes, the Supernova Mini2 Pro headlight with
high and low beam as well as the new 4th generation Bosch Performance Line CX drive all add
up to a pure cycling experience. A bike that offers peak performance, on the boulevard or out
on the hills.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Magicblack/
Jetgrey matt
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Trapezium

Diamondblack/
Techgreen
glossy

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

TREKKING

E N D E AV O U R 7

ENDEAVOUR 7.B EXCITE 45

ENDEAVOUR 7.B BELT

ENDEAVOUR 7.B EXCITE

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 110 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**

Feel the speed: a motto that applies to the Endeavour
7.B Excite45 more than any other Kalkhoff bike.
Equipped with the 4th generation Bosch Speed drive
for comfortable yet powerful support up to 45 km/h.
Includes Supernova M99 Mini Pro headlight with
high and low beam, as well as the widely adjustable
Suntour Mobie45 air suspension fork. The S-Pedelec
for anyone who wants to be able to laugh through
headwinds.

Driving forward into the future. Clean, easy to care for
and attractive. The stepless Enviolo trekking gear hub
and low-maintenance, quiet Gates belt drive means
the Endeavour 7.B Belt is ahead of its time. The dynamic equipment also includes the new 4th generation
Bosch Performance Line CX drive. Fully integrated, of
course.

Pure freedom. Anywhere and anytime. With its topquality equipment, the Endeavour 7.B Excite marks the
new premium level in the Endeavour e-trekking family.
Equipped with the 4th generation Bosch Performance
Line CX drive, DT Swiss 1950 Hybrid tyres and an
uncluttered cockpit with integrated hydraulic brakes.
An extraordinarily dynamic bike that can handle any
obstacle – on and off the road.

Diamond

Magicblack/
Jetgrey matt

Jetgrey/
Sydneyblue
matt

Trapezium

Diamond
Magicblack/
Jetgrey matt

Magicblack/
Winered matt

Trapezium
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Diamond
Magicblack/
Jetgrey matt

Diamondblack/
Moccabrown
matt

Trapezium

E-TREKKING

ENDEAVOUR 7.B ADVANCE

ENDEAVOUR 7.B MOVE

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**

The all-rounder among e-trekking bikes. The
Endeavour 7.B Advance relies on a finely tuned mix
of high-quality components to playfully conquer
all obstacles in its path. Equipped with the new 4th
generation Bosch Performance Line CX drive and
the sporty 12-speed Shimano SL X shifter for an extra
boost.

The bike for every occasion. The Endeavour 7.B Move is
the entry-level bike for our top e-trekking class. Equipped with the new 4th generation Bosch Performance
Line CX drive and integrated 625 Wh Bosch PowerTube battery. And it also has full off-road capability
thanks to the robust Suntour Mobie suspension fork
with a quick-release axle.

Diamond

Magicblack/
Jetgrey matt

Magicblack/
Starwhite
glossy

Trapezium

Diamond

Magicblack/
Jetgrey matt

Diamondblack/
Integralegreen
matt
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Trapezium

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

TREKKING

E N D E AV O U R 5

Pure freedom on any terrain. The ENDEAVOUR 5 is the perfect choice for all biking adventures.
Whether you're riding to the office or on a weekend tour, whether you're a fair weather rider or
commute all year round. Stylish, fully integrated and superbly equipped, this Kalkhoff bike makes
every mile a pleasure - whatever the circumstances. Because there is also freedom when it comes
to choosing the right model, thanks to attractive feature packages, individual motor options and a
whole array of stylish design variants.
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E-TREKKING

ENDEAVOUR 5.B ADVANCE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**
From asphalt to gravel, city to countryside – the Endeavour 5.B Advance is the e-trekking bike
for any situation. With a powerful Bosch Performance G3 drive and an integrated 625 Wh
Bosch PowerTube battery for the most demanding requirements. And this all-round talent is
also excellent value for money.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Torontogrey
matt
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Trapezium

Smokesilver/
Diamondblack
glossy

Wave

Diamondblack/
Starwhite
glossy

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

TREKKING

E N D E AV O U R 5

ENDEAVOUR 5.S ADVANCE

ENDEAVOUR 5.B MOVE

ENDEAVOUR 5.S MOVE

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 110 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 110 km**

From asphalt to gravel, city to countryside. The Endeavour 5.S Advance is the complete all-rounder among
e-bikes. With a compact Shimano E7000 drive and
540 Wh battery for the most demanding requirements.
Includes top equipment that is great value for money
thanks to the Advance package.

The entry-level bike for upscale e-trekking. With its
powerful Bosch Performance G3 drive and integrated
625 Wh Bosch PowerTube battery, the Endeavour 5.B
Move is ready to take on any challenge – whether on
the commute to the office or on tour at the weekend.
Includes ingenious details like the easy to read Bosch
Intuvia LCD display and the bright 50 lux Herrmans
LED headlight.

The all-round talent for any terrain. The Endeavour
5.S Move is incredibly versatile – equally at home on
the commute to the office or touring at the weekend.
Comfortable. Stylish. Affordably priced. With a perfectly integrated Shimano E7000 drive and 540 Wh
battery for extra cycling freedom.

Torontogrey
matt

Smokesilver/
Diamondblack
glossy

Diamondblack/
Starwhite
glossy

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

Trapezium

Trapezium

Trapezium

Wave

Torontogrey
matt

Racingred/
Magicblack
matt

Smokesilver/
Diamondblack
glossy
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Wave

Torontogrey
matt

Smokesilver/
Diamondblack
glossy

Racingred/
Magicblack
matt

Wave

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

E-TREKKING

ENDEAVOUR 5.B MOVE 45

ENDEAVOUR 5.B XXL

ENDEAVOUR 5.S XXL

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 90 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 110 km**

Incredibly fast, powerful and agile. The Endeavour
5.B Move 45 is the attractive entry-level model in
the S-Pedelec category with the Bosch Performance
Speed drive system including an integrated 625 Wh
Bosch PowerTube battery and plenty of ingenious
details. Ideal for speed-loving commuters who want
to leave traffic jams behind them.

Extra robust, extra strong, extra attractive. The
Endeavour 5.B X XL is the perfect e-bike to build
your everyday fitness. With a powerful 65 Nm Bosch
Performance drive, X XL wheels with a double-wall
hollow section rim and reinforced spokes, as well as
powerful Shimano 4-piston disc brakes. Can support a
maximum total weight of 170 kg.

Relaxed and efficient cycling. The Endeavour
5.S X XL covers the distance in no time. The powerful
70 Nm Shimano E8000 drive ensures an amazing
riding experience on any terrain. Can support a
maximum total weight of 170 kg.

Diamond

Torontogrey
matt

Smokesilver/
Diamondblack
glossy

Wasabigreen/
Magicblack
matt

Trapezium

Torontogrey
matt

Smokesilver/
Diamondblack
glossy
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Naviblue/
Magicblack
matt

Diamond

Diamond

Trapezium

Trapezium

Wave

Torontogrey
matt

Smokesilver/
Diamondblack
glossy

Naviblue/
Magicblack
matt

Wave

TREKKING

E N D E AV O U R 3

Focused on the essentials, reliable, powerful. The ENDEAVOUR 3 is the perfect bike for stepping
into the world of integrated e-trekking bikes. Its motto is excellent features and top quality at an
affordable price. With its stylish integrated drive and linear design features, this on-road e-bike can
be used in many different ways - be it on long rides or the daily commute. The perfect Kalkhoff bike
for anyone who wants to be healthy, environmentally conscious and look good on the road.
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E-TREKKING

ENDEAVOUR 3.C ADVANCE
• Continental Integrated Li-Ion 48V / 14 Ah (660 Wh*)
• Range up to 210 km**
Sporty yet stylish. The new Endeavour 3.C Advance is the powerful e-trekking bike with a
twist. Featuring upscale equipment with the Shimano Deore shifter set, a clean look and
a Continental Prime drive that is elegantly integrated into the design. Includes a 660 Wh
downtube battery to extend your range and give you a boost throughout your ride.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Smokesilver
glossy
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Trapezium

Winered
matt

Wave
*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

E-TREKKING

ENDEAVOUR 3.B ADVANCE

ENDEAVOUR 3.B MOVE

ENDEAVOUR 3.C MOVE

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 120 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*), 11
Ah (400 Wh*)
• Range up to 120 km**

• Continental Integrated Li-Ion 48V / 14 Ah (660 Wh*)
• Range up to 210 km**

Integrated design is key. Powerful support and
enjoyable handling thanks to the Bosch Performance
Line motor, a clean look thanks to the elegant Kalkhoff
frame design. Just two of the many features that
elevate the e-bike experience with the Endeavour 3.B
Advance to a new level, making it the ideal bike for
commuters and city cyclists with high standards who
are looking for something special.

Smokesilver
glossy

Winered
matt

A healthy, environmentally-friendly and stylish
way to reach your destination. Its integrated Bosch
Performance Line drive and clean look make the
Endeavour 3.B Move the perfect introduction to
the world of integrated e-trekking bikes. Ideal for
commuters and city cyclists who are looking for a
pedelec with a twist that can handle everyday life.
And also excellent value for money.

The introduction to the world of integrated e-trekking
bikes. The Endeavour 3.C Move with its Continental
Prime drive with a 660 Wh downtube battery elevates
the e-bike experience to a new level. The focus is
on powerful support and enjoyable handling, with a
greater range and excellent value for money thanks to
the Move equipment option.

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

Trapezium

Trapezium

Trapezium

Wave

Smokesilver
glossy

Techgreen
matt

Wave
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Smokesilver
glossy

Techgreen
matt

Wave

TREKKING

E N D E AV O U R 1

Entry level mode and, at the same time, the e-bike of choice. The ENDEAVOUR 1 is our versatile
entry-level category in e-trekking and handles the daily challenges on the saddle with flying
colours. The motto is performance at the best price. We take versatility literally: with an external
battery, two rechargeable battery options and three different frame shapes, the Endeavour 1
pedelecs are the bikes guaranteed to get you around every day.
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E-TREKKING

ENDEAVOUR 1.B MOVE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*), 11 Ah (400 Wh*)
• Range up to 120 km**
The entry-level bike for e-trekking. The Endeavour 1.B Move is the perfect e-bike for touring
and city cyclists who want to broaden their experiences. With versatile equipment options
and Bosch Performance Line drive so you can take on any terrain. And also excellent value for
money.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Fossilgrey
matt
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Trapezium

Wasabigreen
glossy

Comfort
*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

TREKKING

ENTICE 7

Imagine you're on tour and the miles are just flying by. Effortless, but still exhilarating. Comfortable,
yet sporty. You can experience that very feeling with the new Entice 7. A bike that turns every trip
into an exciting adventure. Perfectly suited for off-road use, no gravel track is too bumpy, no ascent
too difficult and no descent too steep for this Kalkhoff bike. The new SUV in our range impresses
with strong features and an even better look. Dynamic, high-torque, composed. Making both
everyday commutes and lengthier trekking tours an unforgettable experience.
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E-TREKKING

ENTICE 7.B EXCITE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**
The premium class of e-trekking off-road bikes. The Entice 7.B Excite is the new top level of
the Entice E-Crossover family. With the 4th generation powerful Bosch Performance Line CX
drive, our premium SUV can handle any kind of touring. Includes Excite equipment for ultimate
Kalkhoff quality.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Urbangreen/
Magicblack
matt
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Trapezium

Moonstonegrey/
Magicblack
matt

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

TREKKING

ENTICE 7

ENTICE 7.B ADVANCE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**
The SUV bike for special adventures. The Entice 7.B Advance fulfils your every desire on tour.
With the new 4th generation Bosch Performance Line CX drive and a sporty 12-speed SRAM
Eagle shifter. Excellent value for money thanks to the Advance equipment.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Moonstonegrey/
Magicblack
matt
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Trapezium

Topasblue/
Magicblack
matt

E-TREKKING

ENTICE 7.B MOVE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 125 km**
The entry-level bike for upscale e-trekking. The Entice 7.B Move is the ideal bike for touring
cyclists who want even more. With the new 4th generation Bosch Performance Line CX drive
and an integrated 625 Wh Bosch PowerTube battery for an extra boost and even more off-road
cycling fun.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Magicblack/
Integralegreen
matt
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Trapezium

Moonstonegrey/
Magicblack
matt

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

TREKKING

ENTICE 5

Just head off and enjoy the freedom. This is a natural need that comes with the Entice 5. Our
off-road e-trekking bike, which is both sporty and suitable for the daily commute, is just as well
suited to everyday use in hectic city traffic as it is on lonely gravel paths. It can handle even more
demanding routes with ease thanks to its SUV-like appearance. Comfortable. Safe. Sporty. With
Kalkhoff's characteristic design language and fully integrated battery - it is the versatile all-rounder
injecting more fun into everyday cycling.
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E-TREKKING

ENTICE 5.B EXCITE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**
E-trekking in a class of its own thanks to extra-strong components. The ENTICE 5.B Excite is
in the premier league of trekking off-road e-bikes. Equipped with the new Bosch Performance
Line drive and integrated 625 Wh Bosch PowerTube battery. Features high-quality
components such as the exclusive handlebar/stem unit with integrated cables, pannier rack
and mudguards. For anyone who wants to get more out of touring.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Firered/
Magicblack
matt
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Trapezium

Volcanogrey
matt

Wave
*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum conditions and with a fully charged battery of the highest
capacity and in mint condition.

ENTICE 5.B XXL

ENTICE 5.B ADVANCE

ENTICE 5.B MOVE

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

Extra robust, extra strong, extra off-road capability.
The Entice 5.B X XL is the trekking crossover that is
fully-equipped for touring. Includes X XL wheels with
a double-wall hollow section rim, powerful Shimano
4-piston disc brakes, pannier rack and mudguards.
Can support a maximum total weight of 170 kg.

Our trekking crossover that is fully equipped for
everyday cycling. Thanks to the powerful Bosch
Performance drive and integrated 625 Wh Bosch
PowerTube battery, the Entice 5.B Advance can
handle any obstacle. Includes pannier rack and
mudguards for touring experts – and anyone who
wants to become one.

The introduction to sporty e-bike touring. The Entice
5.B Move boasts comprehensive equipment and an
even stronger design – innovative, elegant and streamlined. With a powerful Bosch Performance drive and an
integrated 625 Wh Bosch PowerTube battery. Includes
a touring set-up with pannier rack and mudguards. The
bike for anyone looking for a sporty, fit and healthy way
to travel. And also excellent value for money.

Deepskyblue
matt

Sandbeige/
Magicblack
matt

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

Trapezium

Trapezium

Trapezium

Wave

Magicblack
matt

Topasblue/
Magicblack
matt

Wave
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Urbangreen
matt

Moonstonegrey/
Magicblack
matt

Wave

TREKKING

ENTICE 3

Gravel instead of tarmac. Forest instead of urban jungle. You experience perfect freedom in
the saddle whenever you can push yourself beyond your limits. The ENTICE 3 is just the thing
for it: thanks to clever technology, our new addition to the Entice Adventure family is the ideal
companion for sporty off-road e-trekking novices. This versatile bike handles day-to-day rides just
as well as trips out into the countryside. And this model is also perfect for fitness and touring riders.
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E-TREKKING

ENTICE 3.B MOVE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*), 11 Ah (400 Wh*)
• Range up to 120 km**
The entry-level bike for off-road e-trekking. The Entice 3.B Move is the ideal e-bike for
anyone who wants to experience nature. Provides powerful support and enjoyable handling
thanks to the Bosch Performance Line motor and hydraulic Shimano MT200 disc brakes.
A bike for all occasions – on or off road.

FRAME DESIGNS

Diamond

Phantomgrey
matt
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Trapezium

Techgreen
glossy

Wave
*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

E-CITY
Traffic jams are a thing of the past. Simply drifting along with the traffic. Effortless, stress-free
and sustainable. All in keeping with the spirit of new, contemporary and, above all, clean mobility.
Our Kalkhoff e-city models are designed for anyone who wants to experience the pure pleasure
of riding around in the densest of urban jungles. Bikes on which even a hectic Monday morning
feels like a relaxed Friday afternoon thanks to their e-assistance. Kalkhoff e-city - a name that is
synonymous with confident, stress-free fun riding around the city and the countryside. Welcome to
the mobility of the future!
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CITY

IMAGE 5

Hop on the saddle, get on the road and leave everyday life behind you. Effortlessly glide past traffic
jams; sustainable and stylish. The IMAGE 5 makes that a reality. Built in the characteristic northern
German minimalist Kalkhoff design, this beautifully shaped and fully integrated comfort pedelec
combines everything a modern city e-bike needs. Its compact yet attractive drive, clever design
and numerous optional features for all target groups make it the perfect bike for anyone who wants
to experience urban mobility in a completely new way.
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E-CITY

IMAGE 5.B EXCITE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**
FRAME DESIGNS

Swap stress for cycling freedom! The powerful 65 Nm Bosch Performance motor, the
stepless Enviolo trekking gear hub and the low-maintenance Gates belt drive make
the Image 5.B Excite the perfect companion in the urban jungle.

Diamond

Trapezium

Wave
*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

Atlasgrey
matt

57

Pecanbrown/
Magicblack
matt

CITY

IMAGE 5

IMAGE 5.B BELT

IMAGE 5.S BELT

IMAGE 5.B XXL

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 200 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

Urban elegance – the Image 5.B Belt is the ideal
companion in the city. Elegantly integrated. Low
maintenance. Quiet. With a powerful 60 Nm Bosch
Performance motor and low-maintenance belt drive.
For a wonderfully comfortable ride and carefree
cruising in any situation.

Urban elegance – the Image 5.S Belt is the stylish
companion with a twist in the city. Elegantly
integrated. Low maintenance. Quiet. With a gentle yet
powerful Shimano E6100 trekking motor and a lowmaintenance belt drive. For a wonderfully comfortable
ride and carefree cruising in any situation.

Your comfortable companion for every road surface.
With its deep step-through, upright design and
powerful 60 Nm Bosch Performance drive, the
Image 5.B X XL is simply the most comfortable e-bike
possible. Thanks to X XL wheels with a double-wall
hollow section rim and reinforced spokes, it can
support a maximum total weight of 170 kg.

Atlasgrey
matt

Starwhite/
Magicblack glossy

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

Trapezium

Trapezium

Trapezium

Wave

Atlasgrey
matt

Starwhite/
Magicblack glossy

Wave
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Atlasgrey
matt

Wasabigreen/
Magicblack
matt

Wave

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

E-CITY

IMAGE 5.S XXL

IMAGE 5.S EXCITE

IMAGE 5.B ADVANCE

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 200 km**

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 200 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

Your comfortable companion for every road surface.
With its deep step-through and sensitive Shimano
E6100 trekking drive, the Image 5.S X XL is simply
the most comfortable e-bike possible. Thanks to X XL
wheels with a double-wall hollow section rim and
reinforced spokes, this Kalkhoff bike can support a
maximum total weight of 170 kg.

Swap stress for cycling freedom! The powerful
Shimano E6100 trekking motor, the stepless Enviolo
trekking gear hub and the low-maintenance Gates
belt drive make the Image 5.S Excite the perfect
companion in the urban jungle.

Fully integrated. Comfortable. And perfectly
equipped to handle everyday challenges thanks to the
powerful 60 Nm Bosch performance drive. The Image
5.B Advance is designed for anyone looking for the
perfect blend of comfort and appearance. Includes
high-quality Advance equipment.

Atlasgrey
matt

Wasabigreen/
Magicblack
matt

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

Trapezium

Trapezium

Trapezium

Wave

Atlasgrey
matt

Pecanbrown/
Magicblack
matt
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Wave

Atlasgrey
matt

Pacificblue/
Magicblack matt

Wave

CITY

IMAGE 5

IMAGE 5.S ADVANCE

IMAGE 5.B MOVE

IMAGE 5.S MOVE

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 200 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 17,4 Ah (625 Wh*)
• Range up to 175 km**

• Integrated Li-Ion 36V / 15 Ah (540 Wh*)
• Range up to 200 km**

Fully integrated. Comfortable. And perfectly equipped
to handle everyday challenges thanks to the powerful
Shimano E6100 trekking drive. The Image 5.S Advance
is designed for anyone looking for the perfect blend
of comfort and appearance. Includes high-quality
Advance equipment.

An attractive solution to city travel – the Image 5.B
Move is the perfect introduction to relaxed urban
mobility. With a versatile Bosch Active Line Plus drive,
625 Wh PowerTube battery and easy to read Bosch
Intuvia LCD display. Elegantly integrated, comfortable
and style-conscious.

With this bike you cut a fine figure on any cycle path.
With its stylish design and lightweight Shimano Steps
E6100 drive with 540 Wh battery and easy-to-read
LCD display, the Image 5.S Move embodies the e-mobility of the future. Ideal for all city cyclists and those
who want to become one.

Atlasgrey
matt

Pacificblue/
Magicblack matt

Diamond

Diamond

Diamond

Trapezium

Trapezium

Trapezium

Wave

Atlasgrey
matt

Winered/
Magicblack
matt

Wave
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Atlasgrey
matt

Winered/
Magicblack
matt

Wave

CITY

IMAGE 3

Comfortable, sporty, freedom-loving. Admittedly: Not an easy balancing act - but one that the
IMAGE 3 overcomes with courage. Be it a spontaneous ride to get some bread or an extended
riverside bike tour - with this bike, everything is just great fun. No wonder because the new kid in
the Kalkhoff portfolio bridges the gap between the modern e-City bike and the sporty all-rounder
like no other in our range with its exclusive accessories. The ideal introduction to the concept of
e-mobility for anyone wanting to experience the pure freedom of cycling.
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*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

E-CITY

IMAGE 3.C ADVANCE

IMAGE 3.C MOVE

• Continental Integrated Li-Ion 48V / 14 Ah (660 Wh*)
• Range up to 210 km**

• Continental Integrated Li-Ion 48V / 14 Ah (660 Wh*)
• Range up to 210 km**

Welcome to relaxed urban mobility The Image 3.C Advance flies through
the city thanks to its powerful yet quiet Continental Prime motor. With an
integrated 660 Wh downtube battery and Gates belt drive for greater range
and extra comfort. A bike that bridges the gap between comfortable cycling
and sporty requirements like nothing before.

Powerful support and enjoyable handling. The Image 3.C Move bridges the
gap between comfort and sporty requirements. With a powerful yet quiet
Continental Prime motor and an integrated 660 Wh downtube battery. For
an extra boost and a wider range. The ideal introduction to e-mobility for
anyone looking to experience pure cycling freedom.
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CITY

AG AT T U 4

100% comfort. 100% integration. 100% fun.
The AGATTU 4 isn’t our high-flier from 0 to 100 for no reason. New in the Kalkhoff range for 2020,
it marks the upper entry level into the integrated e-comfort segment - and not only in the heaviest
of traffic. The low-entry e-bike feels extremely comfortable even outside the city limits thanks to
well thought out details and scores points thanks to its effortless feel and constant tailwind thanks
to e-assistance. Ensuring that you remain composed and, most importantly, stress-free on the
planet's cycle paths, guaranteeing that holiday feeling in the saddle day in, day out.
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E-CITY

AGATTU 4.B EXCITE
• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 140 km**
The city e-bike that ignores the city limits. The Agattu 4.B Excite maintains a perfect balance
between comfort and integration. Includes a Bosch Active Line Plus motor with 500 Wh
Battery, low-maintenance Gates belt drive and deep step-through. For especially effortless
and carefree cycling.

FRAME DESIGNS
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*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

AGATTU 4.B PERFORMANCE

AGATTU 4.B ADVANCE

AGATTU 4.B MOVE

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 120 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 140 km**

• Bosch PowerTube Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 140 km**

The city e-bike that recognises no city limits. The
Agattu 4.B Performance offers the perfect balance
between sporty comfort and integration. It includes
a powerful Bosch Performance Line motor with a
500 Wh battery, low-maintenance Gates belt drive
and Shimano 5-speed e-bike gear hub. A city bike
that doesn’t break a sweat going uphill.

For the perfect balance between comfort and
integration. Thanks to Advance equipment, the new
Agattu 4.B Advance is excellent value for money. With
a Bosch Active Line Plus motor with 500 Wh battery,
Schwalbe Energizer Active Plus tyres with puncture
protection and a deep step-through. For especially
effortless and carefree cycling – in the city and outside
it as well.

The new entry point to the e-comfort segment.
The Agattu 4.B Move features a perfectly integrated
Bosch Active Line Plus motor with 500 Wh battery and
a deep step-through. For cycling that is particularly
comfortable, safe and – above all – carefree.
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CITY

AG AT T U 3

Leave the stress behind you and enjoy the freedom of a bike ride! When it comes to effortless and
comfortable cycling in the city, no other e-bike comes close to the AGATTU 3. A stable aluminium
frame with low and wide crossbar, as well as low and central centre of gravity make every cycling
adventure a pleasure. The comfortable geometry makes for particularly relaxed seats. And the
many accessory options from Move to Excite ensure excellent and, above all, individual handling.
In a nutshell: The Agattu 3 is the perfect bike for anyone who wants to get out and about with
confidence, minimal maintenance and, above all, flexibility.
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*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

E-CITY

AGATTU 3.B XXL

AGATTU 3.S XXL

• Bosch PowerPack Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 140 km**

• Comfort Li-Ion 36 V / 17,25 Ah (621 Wh*)
• Range up to 230 km**

Effortless, comfortable yet powerful. You can always rely on the Agattu 3.B
X XL. It can support a maximum total weight of 170 kg and is particularly
comfortable thanks to the sensitive Bosch Active Line Plus drive and the
deep and wide step-through. Includes puncture-proof Schwalbe Energizer
Active Plus tyres.

The ideal bike for taller or larger riders. The Agattu 3.S X XL boasts the
comfortable but nonetheless powerful Shimano E6100 drive and low and
wide step-through access for any urban cycling adventure. The perfect
pedelec for commutes and leisure cycling alike, suitable for up to 170 kg.
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CITY

AG AT T U 3

AGATTU 3.B EXCITE

AGATTU 3.S EXCITE

AGATTU 3.B ADVANCE

• Bosch PowerPack Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 140 km**

• Comfort Li-Ion 36 V / 17,25 Ah (621 Wh*)
• Range up to 230 km**

• Bosch PowerPack Li-Ion 36 V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*)
• Range up to 140 km**

Carefree, effortless and particularly comfortable.
Thanks to its top equipment and high-quality
components, the Agattu 3.B Excite is the exclusive
low-entry e-bike for the city. With a powerful Bosch
Active Line Plus motor, low-maintenance Gates belt
drive and Shimano Nexus 8-speed hub gears.

Carefree, effortless and particularly comfortable.
Thanks to its top equipment and high-quality
components, the Agattu 3.S Excite is the exclusive
low-entry e-bike for the city. With a light yet powerful
Shimano E6100 motor, long-lasting 621 Wh battery,
low-maintenance Gates belt drive and Shimano Nexus
8-speed hub gears.

The Agattu 3.B Advance is the low-entry e-bike for
anyone who puts comfort ahead of everything else –
and all at excellent value for money. With a quiet Bosch
Active Line Plus drive, low-maintenance Shimano
Nexus 8-speed hub gears and hydraulic Magura HS11
rim brakes.
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E-CITY

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

AGATTU 3.S ADVANCE

AGATTU 3.B MOVE

AGATTU 3.S MOVE

• Comfort Li-Ion 36 V / 17,25 Ah (621 Wh*)
• Range up to 230 km**

• Bosch PowerPack Li-Ion 36V / 13,4 Ah (500 Wh*),
11 Ah (400 Wh*)
• Range up to 150 km**

• Comfort Li-Ion 36 V / 17,25 Ah (621 Wh*),
11,6 Ah (418 Wh*)
• Range up to 230 km**

Getting on and off is effortless, combined with a
comfortable seat and responsive handling. The
Agattu 3.B Move is the reliable and low-maintenance
low-entry e-bike for maximum freedom in the city.
Equipped with a quiet Bosch Active Line drive.
Choose between a 400 Wh or 500 Wh battery.

Getting on and off is effortless, combined with a
comfortable seat and responsive handling. The
Agattu 3.S Move is the reliable and low-maintenance
low-entry e-bike for maximum freedom in the city.
Equipped with a particularly quiet Shimano E5000
drive with 621 Wh battery. So your everyday cycling is
even more comfortable.

The Agattu 3.S Advance is the low-entry e-bike for
anyone who puts comfort ahead of everything else –
and all at excellent value for money. With a light yet
powerful Shimano E6100 drive, long-lasting 621 Wh
battery and low-maintenance Shimano Nexus 8-speed
hub gears.
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E-URBAN
So easy. So relaxed. So street smart. Kalkhoff urban e-bikes are our design statement for the
mobility of the future - and perfect for ensuring that you look the part on the urban runways. Their
pedal assistance and compact ergonomics allow you to glide past any traffic jam with a smile on
your face. And whenever you want to stop, the stylishly streamlined look means you'll cut a fine
figure when you are stationary, whether it be at the next traffic lights or in a bike café. At the same
time, you are contributing to greater sustainability and a better quality of life within our cities.
Kalkhoff urban e-bikes are a thrill for anyone who loves and embraces the dynamic side of life.
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URBAN

BERLEEN 5

Smart, beautiful and fantastically light. The Berleen 5 is the electrifying eye-catcher for urban
runways. Stairs, curbs and obstacles of all kinds become less terrifying with this bike. The reduced,
cool contours are state-of-the-art in terms of e-bike integration. And its accessories and
connectivity are ideally tailored to the modern urban lifestyle. In short: the perfect bike for anyone
looking for style, dynamics, simple handling and low weight.
Scores a "Very Good" in a
comparison between urban
bikes costing up to €3000
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E-URBAN

*
Values in watt-hours are approximate
** 	At the lowest assistance level, under optimum
conditions and with a fully charged battery of the
highest capacity and in mint condition.

BERLEEN 5.G ADVANCE

BERLEEN 5.G MOVE

• Groove Next Li-Ion, 252 Wh* / 7 Ah (252 Wh*)
• Range up to 60 km**

• Groove Next Li-Ion, 252 Wh* / 7 Ah (252 Wh*)
• Range up to 60 km**

Streamlined contours, fully-integrated design, but also capable of handling
rain and luggage. The Berleen 5.G Advance is our flagship urban e-bike.
With GrooveNext drive and forged handlebars/stem unit with integrated
headlight. The perfect choice for all bike enthusiasts looking for a pedelec
with a twist.

Individual, stylish, environmentally friendly. The Berleen 5.G Move is
the stylish introduction to the urban mobility of the future. Streamlined
contours, elegant urban frame, integrated battery – and a pannier rack
making it perfect for everyday use. The perfect bike for anyone looking
for style, dynamic, easy handling and low weight.
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